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ABSTRACT 

1bis final year project is titled 'The prospective application of pre-cast and pre

stressed concrete structures in Malaysia. The main objective of this project is to 

introduce to the Malaysian building industry the advantages and disadvantages of pre

cast and pre-stressed concrete structures in replacing the traditional cast in-situ 

structures. 

1bis project is basically proposed because of the current problems with the 

construction industry in Malaysia which consist of delays in schedule, poor quality of 

end products and labor problems. Pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures are 

proposed because of its usefulness and as an alternative for the execution of 

construction projects which needed to be done in the shorter period of time and with a 

high concern for the quality: 
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CHAPTER! 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background of Study 

Pre-cast concrete buildings were introduced in Malaysia in 1966 when the 

government launched two pilot pre-cast house projects. The construction of Tuanku 

Abdul Rahman Flats in Kuala Lumpur and the Rifle Range Road Flats in Penang was 

the first time pre-cast concrete elements were used to construct mass houses [4]. 

Later, Perbadanan Kemajuan Negeri Selangor (PKNS) brought technology from 

Germany for the construction of numerous housing projects, ranging from low cost 

houses to high cost bungalows. Since then, numerous construction projects in 

Malaysia have utilized pre-cast components, especially when the requirement is to 

build quickly and with high accuracy and quality [4]. 

Pre-cast and pre-stressed components are used in a number of rapid constructions of, 

among many others, schools, colleges, quarters, apartments, hospitals as well as 

roads, rails, ports and drain infrastructures [4). However, even after four decades 

introduction, the usage of pre-cast products in the Malaysian construction industry is 

still relatively very low if compared to other countries such as Japan, United States 

and Europe [4). The industry chooses to ignore the benefits of pre-cast construction 

and still opt for the conventional methods while risking quality, productivity, safety 

and so on. 

Aligned with the development in construction industry, this final year project is 

proposed to rekindle the awareness among the industry players of the pre-cast and 

pre-stressed concrete structures as these structures bring more advantages such as 
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high in quality of end products, shorter construction time, lesser number of foreign 

labors and reduce overall cost of projects. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

The failure of early pre-cast systems introduced in Malaysia is a contributing factor 

that forced the industry maintains in-situ construction. Undoubtedly, some of the 

early Western systems were not suitable to be used in the Malaysian climate. Cracks 

and leakages were common at the joint area. Shoddy installations had also 

contributed to these problems. There are also non-standard methods of fabrication 

used before that made the pre-cast as not fully reliable but different now where the 

availability of new technology and new software for the design and fabrication of pre

cast and pre-stressed components [ 4]. 

The current scenario of cast in-situ concrete structures in Malaysia has several 

disadvantages. Cast in-situ concrete structures are usually related to messy and 

unorganized site. The cast in-situ concrete structures involve a variety of complex 

machineries and material on site. This may also indirectly result in poor safety and 

health aspect and also increases the safety hazard to the construction workers. Despite 

being the intensively labored, most of the cast in-situ concrete structures projects 

have failed to reach completion in the required time and have high tendency of facing 

project delay problem due to inadequacy of up-to-date construction technology. 

Malaysian contractors generally are still practicing out-dated conventional technology 

when the contract duration in Malaysia is getting shorter relatively. In addition, cast 

in-situ concrete structures comparatively produces low quality finish products result 

from constructing material such as timber and plywood has the tendency of giving 

way and human error may involve during the concreting process [4]. 

1.3 Objectives 

The objectives of this project are: 

1. To introduce the advantages of pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures 

to the industry players. 
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2. To conduct survey for comparing the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete 

structures with the cast in-situ concretes. 

3. To gauge the awareness among the industry players about pre-cast and pre

stressed concrete structures. 

4. To get industry players opinion on this pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete 

structures issue. 
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CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Pre-cast Pre-stressed concrete structures 

Pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete products are cast in molds in a factory setting. 

These products benefit from superior quality control achievable at a production plant. 

Cost savings are realized when shapes are duplicated. Pre-cast products range from 

concrete bricks and paving stones to bridge girders, structural components, and panels 

for cladding. Pre-stressed products are girder bridges and hollow core structures. Pre

cast and pre-stressed concrete structures widely used for: housing, garage parking, 

office building, school, hospital, hotel, motel and so on [13]. 

We are using the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete because it provides predictable 

quality and structural characteristics because of the factory controlled condition. Mass 

production as well as off-site production shortens project timeline and allowing 

earlier occupancy. For example, the walls of a building can be manufactured while 

on-site foundations are being built. Pre-cast concrete is capable of higher strength 

which allows for long clear spans making it especially applicable to structures 

requiring large open spaces such as parking garages. It is also provides long service 

for high use applications. Pre-cast concrete also can be used in a way to reduce using 

so many labors. 

Pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures have many environmental benefits 

during construction such as waste minimization, recycled content and less community 

disturbance. Less material is required because precise mixture proportions and tighter 

tolerances are achievable. Less concrete waste is created due to tight control of 

quantities of constituent materials. Waste materials are more readily recycled because 
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concrete production is in one location. Sand and acids for finishing surfaces are 

reused. Steel forms and other materials are reused. Residual materials such as fly ash, 

slag cement, silica fume, and recycled aggregates can be incorporated into concrete, 

thereby diverting materials from the landfill and reducing use of virgin materials. 

Less dust and waste is created at construction site because only needed pre-cast 

concrete elements are delivered; there is no debris from formwork and associated 

fasteners. Fewer trucks and less time are required for construction because concrete is 

made offsite; particularly beneficial in urban areas where minimal traffic disruption is 

critical. Pre-cast concrete units are normally large components, so greater portions of 

the building are completed with each activity, creating less disruption overall. Less 

noise at construction sites because concrete is made offsite [12]. 

Figure 1. Placement of pre-stressing strands and mild steel [8] 
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Figure2. Pre-stressing jacks and abutment [8] 

2.2 Type of pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures 

2.2.1 Hollow Core 

Pre-cast and pre-stressed hollow core enjoys wide use in all types of residential 

structures; particularly multiple units where the repetitive use of standard components 

manufactured in a factory can be fully utilized. Owners and designers alike recognize 

the significant benefits of superior fire resistance, sound control, durability and low 

maintenance, rapid construction and attractive flat ceilings 3]. 

Certainly pre-cast concrete hollow core slabs have become the solution of choice for 

flooring and ceiling units in a variety of housing options. The plank typically comes 

in 8-inch thicknesses, although they can range up to 12 inches if desired. As the name 

suggests, they feature hollow cores running the length of the pieces that reduce their 

weight while retaining their structural stability and durability. These cores also 

provide access for mechanical and electrical systems, providing flexibility in design. 

Serving as both floor and ceiling elements, the units eliminate the need for installing 

suspended ceilings and can cut the total height of the building by as much as 10 

inches per floor. This helps meet maximum-height zoning restrictions on buildings 

and also cuts the amount of building material required for each floor without 

eliminating any head room. Used with pre-cast concrete structural systems, hollow 
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core meets its full potential for resisting fire and maintaining durability for many 

years. And their ability to span as much as 30 feet helps to eliminate supporting 

columns [3]. 

Structurally, there is no comparison in a wood frame to what hollow core slabs can 

provide. They can be finished with a nice texture for ceilings, and a leveling coat can 

be poured to provide a finished floor. This offers a better look than a suspended 

ceiling and cuts long-term maintenance costs. But other pre-cast products offer strong 

benefits too. The possibilities include columns and beams, balcony supports, stair and 

elevator systems, interior wall panels and architectural panels for exteriors. Exterior 

panels can provide a range of aesthetic finishes that match many types of surrounding 

neighborhoods, including brick and stucco. Pre-cast components in a wide range of 

permutations are providing owners and designers with more options and better 

solutions to the challenges they face in designing for the growing housing demand. 

2.2.2 Double tees 

Pre-cast or pre-stressed double tees offer beauty and flexibility in design. Double tees 

are ideal for floor and roof systems requiring medium to long, uninterrupted spans 

and heavy load carrying capabilities. Double tees come in a variety of widths and 

depths to suit different spans and loading conditions [3]. 

The remarkable strength of a double tee is the result of a design and 

manufacturing system that uses the best attributes of steel and concrete. Consider 

double tees for spans and loads that exceed the capacity of hollow core slabs (parking 

garages, swimming pools, food processing, large industrial buildings, etc.) [3]. 

2.2.3 Pre-cast framing 

Pre-cast concrete beams, columns, walls, frames and stairs are often the ideal solution 

for builders who want to achieve wide open spans, fire resistance, energy savings and 

attractive appearance with one structural system. These components are suited for 

both low and high-rise structures. The quality of the finishes has allowed many 
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designers to expose the pre-cast framing in the finished structure. Highly durable, pre

cast concrete support units can be quickly installed in all weather conditions. In 

addition to the main structure, ancillary recreation, parking and convention facilities 

are commonly constructed using pre-cast concrete framing with long span roof and 

floor members [3]. 

2.2.4 Bridge Girder. 

Owners and designers are often surprised to learn that pre-cast or pre-stressed 

concrete bridges and structures are usually lower in first cost than others bridges and 

structures. Coupled with long-term savings in maintenance, pre-cast girders offer 

maximum economies. Pre-cast girders can be fabricated and transported in lengths up 

to 40 to 50 m (130 to 165 ft) and weights up to 75 to 90 tonnes. The spliced girder 

method of construction has extended the practical use of pre-cast beams to span 

lengths of 75 m (250 ft) or more by erecting girder sections on scaffolding and 

joining and post-tensioning girder segments at the site. Standard sections include !

girders, bulb tee girders, trapezoidal girders, solid slab girders, hollow slab girders, 

rectangular box girders, channel girders, single tee girders and double tee girders [3]. 

Figure3. Pre-cast concrete column and beam [8] 
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Figure4. Pre-cast wall panels [8] 

FigureS. Pre-cast concrete stairs [8] 
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ll. Cyclical Contraction 

1. Environmental Differences (Humidity, Moisture Content and 

Temperature) 

2. Application Loads (Expansion or Contraction) 

lll. Abnormal Volume Changes 

1. Permanent Expansion 

a. Sulfate Attack 

b. Alkali Reaction (between cement and certain aggregate) 

The results of these changes are movement (permanent and/or transient) of the 

concrete elements. 

Type of joints and functions [1] 

Control: When contraction forces associated with curing shrinkage and 

movement associated with thermal actions or mechanical loads are restrained, then 

cracking will occur within concrete when the tensile stresses exceed the strength of 

the concrete. Joints and cracks will open up and become wider as the concrete 

contracts (shrinks). Concrete is cut during the placement process to help "control" 

where these cracks will occur. 

Expansion: If expansion movement is restrained, it may result in distortion and 

cracking within the unit or crushing of its ends and transmission of unanticipated 

forces to the abutting elements. Joints and cracks will be closed and the forces will 

cause spal!ing if objects preclude the closing. Expansion joints are placed throughout 

the structure to accommodate this planned and continuous dimensional change. 

Deflection: When deflection (torsion, flexural, etc.) movement stress is anticipated 

that may exceed the materials structural design strength limitations, isolation joints 

are employed. 

I. CONTROL (RELIEF) JOINTS 
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2.5 Industrialized Building Systems - An Overview 

"The Industrialized Building Systems (IBS) promises elevated levels of expertise 

throughout the industry, from manufacturers, installers, engineers, planners, 

designers, and developers. The benefits of IBS are numerous and far reaching. 

Reduced construction time, better site management, reduced wastage are but a few of 

these benefits, that will ultimately produce better products for the population." YBhg. 

Dato' Seri S. Samy Vellu Minister of Works, Malaysia [5] 

Industrialized Building System is an alternative approach of construction that will 

definitely change the scenario of the current local construction industry towards a 

systematically approach of mass production of construction materials. Prefabricated 

components of buildings which are conceived, planned, fabricated from factories will 

be transported and erected on site. With this method, the process would involve 

planning; management and sustained improvement of the production process to 

eliminate waste and ensure the right components are produced and delivered at the 

right time, in the right order and without defect. In this respect, the construction 

industry has a great deal to learn from the manufacturing sectors that have long been 

emphasizing on quality and minimizing defects. IBS will definitely among others 

reduce unskilled workers in the country, less wastage, less volume of building 

materials, increased site cleanliness and better quality control [5]. 

In the Malaysian context, five common types of fully developed IBS have been 

identified as shown [5]: 

1) Pre-cast Concrete Framing, Panel and Box systems 

2) Steel Formwork Systems 

3) Steel Framing Systems 

4) Prefabricated Timber Framing Systems 

5) Block Work Systems 

IBS Projects in Malaysia [5) 

IBS is not new in Malaysia and have been around since the early sixties. The first 

pilot project was initiated by the Government and it was along Jalan Pekeliling which 
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compressive forces that develop during expansion, under applied loads or differential 

settlement. Isolation joints are used primarily to isolate walls from floors or roofs, 

colunms from floors or cladding, and pavement slabs and decks from bridge 

abutments - thus the name "isolation joint". Where greater continuity is desired from 

one structural unit to the next (floor slab to floor slab or floor slab to stem wall) 

reinforcing bars or dowels, stepped or keyed joints may be employed. To protect and 

fluid proof the joints (prevent egress of fluids in or out of the structure) when 

movement will occur require the use of a flexible joint filler (sealant or assemblage). 

This material must be capable of accommodating the anticipated movement between 

the structural units. High elongation, Elastomeric urethane, silicone or polyurea 

materials are frequently used for this application. 

NOTE: Elastomeric (urethane, silicone, etc) joint sealants should comply with ACI 

302.1R-15 and ACI 504. 

III. CONSTRUCTION (INTERRUPTION) JOINTS 

Construction joints may be planned or unplanned. Planned construction joints are 

incorporated into the structural units for several reasons, such as pre-cast elements, 

length restriction or during a concrete pour due to configuration or "trick" form 

placement requirements. Planned construction joints can be called upon to function as 

expansion joints to accommodate the normal or even radical movement of a structure. 

Planned construction joints are treated in a similar fashion to expansion joints listed 

above. Unplanned construction joints usually occur due to unforeseen concrete 

placement difficulties or forming restrictions. In the case of unplanned and unwanted 

construction joints due to unforeseen interruption of concrete placement, an epoxy 

injection adhesive can be used to bond the units together, providing a monolithic 

structural unit as originally designed, by permanently welding the unit together at the 

construction joint. 

NOTE: Epoxy injection adhesive should comply with ACI 503 and ASTM C 881-87 

Type IV. 
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2.4 Construction Industry Development Board of Malaysia (CIDB) and 

Industrialized Building System (IDS) 

The Malaysian Government is also currently very active in promoting the usage of 

prefabricated materials, particularly pre-cast components. The Public Works 

Department (JKR), Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) as well as the 

Ministry of Housing and Local Government are among the leaders in championing its 

usage in the construction industry. JKR have also produced a new set of drawings 

utilizing pre-cast components for its standard quarters. More hostels, schools, 

colleges and low cost houses are also now being designed and constructed using pre

cast elements. It is hoped that more clients, designers and contractors in the local 

construction industry heed to government's call for the industrialization of the 

construction sector and opt for pre-cast construction as an alternative to the in-situ 

method. The commitment and cooperation between the government and private sector 

are crucial in ensuring the success of the program. In order to survive in the era of 

globalization, it is important for local players to change their perception and begin to 

use new techniques to produce better quality, productivity and safety in construction 

[4]. 

2.4.1 Tunnel Form Solutions [4) 

Tunnel Form is a formwork system that allows the contractor to cast walls and slabs 

in one operation on a daily cycle. It can be reused more than 500 times which results 

in higher productivity, efficiency, economy and quality. The usage of Tunnel Form 

System has now become a trend in the Malaysian construction industry, especially for 

high rise buildings. Recognized as one of the Industrialized Building Systems (ffiS), 

Tunnel Form simplifies the whole construction process by enabling a smooth and fast 

operation that can result in cost effectiveness, productivity and high quality finished. 

Tunnel Form projects have proven that impressive results can be achieved in terms of 

productivity, efficiency, economy and quality. It can usually be reused for 500 to 

1,000 times, and is an effective way to construct buildings that have repetitive 

elements or layouts. The system is now one of the most preferred methods of cellular 

construction by the contractors in Malaysia whilst clients appreciate Tunnel Form's 

ability to deliver projects to budget and on time. Costs value engineering starts with 

the early involvement of the formwork supplier. The formwork is available to the 
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contractor for purchase or rent and can be reused on other projects [4]. 

During the construction process, Tunnel Form allows the contractor to cast walls and 

slabs in one operation on a daily cycle. Each 24 hours, the formwork is moved so that 

another tunnel can be formed. The walls and slabs are cast in a single operation using 

specially designed half tunnel steel forms (upside down U shape) that maintains a 

certain size. This cuts down the construction time significantly. The wall and the slab 

form a monolithic joint. The following construction sequence is implemented:-

I) The Tunnel Forms are first cleaned and coated with form oil. They are then placed 

in their positions by using the kicker as the guide. 

2) The wall reinforcement leads the tunnel formwork. Reinforcement steel and 

electric conduits are positioned on the tunnel form. 

3) Walls, slabs and kickers are cast together. In accordance with the design, steel 

block outs may be installed on the form work panels to form the plumbing openings. 

This process is repeated on the next floor. A strong, monolithic structure is thus 

constructed that can reach 20 or more storey in height. Tunnel Form creates cells 

which are 2.4 to 6.6m wide. These can be easily subdivided to create smaller rooms. 

Where longer spans (up to 11m) are required, the Tunnel Form can be extended using 

a mid span section. The result is a cellular reinforced concrete structure, the surfaces 

of which are of sufficiently high quality to require only minimal finishing for direct 

decoration, while the end walls and f~ades are easily completed with thermally 

insulated units that can be claded as required. The system creates an efficient load 

bearing structure for use in a wide variety of applications. It is particularly effective 

in projects suited to repetitive cellular construction such as residential blocks, hotels, 

hostels and prisons. The techniques used for Tunnel Form only need a team of nine 

site operatives plus a crane operator; can strike and fix some 300m2 of formwork 

each day, including placing 35m3 of ready-mixed concrete: typically 2.5 cells. In 

addition to speed of construction, the technique provides further inherent benefits of 

concrete: high levels of thermal mass, sound insulation and fire resistance. The 

schedule provided by the 24-hour cycle means each operative knows exactly what to 
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do and when, and works to a precisely detailed plan. The smaller work teams and 

predictable, measurable daily production rates simplify and enhance overall control of 

the project. Known completion times make scheduling of material deliveries and 

follow-on trades more accurate and optimize cash flow by facilitating 'just in time' 

principles. By quickly providing protection, the system allows the following trades to 

commence work on completed rooms while work proceeds on upper floors [4]. 

Tunnel Form has integral working platforms and edge protection systems. In addition, 

the repetitive, predictable nature of the tasks involved encourages familiarity with 

operations and, once training is complete, productivity improves as construction 

progresses. The minimal requirement for tools and equipment when moving the 

Tunnel Form further reduces the risk of accidents on site. Comprehensive method 

statements from the formwork suppliers and a full safety risk assessment enhance 

safety in Tunnel Form's application. Normally, the Tunnel Form suppliers provide 

design and technical support to ensure that engineers, architects and contractors are 

all familiar with the system and its application as the project starts; enabling time and 

cost savings to be achieved. If the contractor is inexperienced with Tunnel Form 

System, the supplier's site training would quickly help bring them up to speed. 

Tunnel Form provides a winning combination of the speed, quality and accuracy of 

factory production with the flexibility and economy of in-situ construction [ 4]. 

Tunnel Form construction can provide: 

• Substantial savings in costs 

• Substantial savings in labor 

• Much faster construction 

• Enhanced safety 

• Better management control 

• Predictable work flow 

• Quicker return on investment 

• Precise, high quality structures 

• Design flexibility 
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2.4.2 CIDB specification for pre-cast pre-stressed concrete structures 

Table l: CIDB Quality Standard for Construction [7] 

Item Sta111dards 'Tolerance 

2. REDINfORCEMEINf (CAST IN-5DTU & PRECAST) 
2a. Main & Secondary 

rebars 

2b. Achorages & lap 
lengths 

2c:. Cover provisiol'l 

2d. Links, stiri'Lips and 
trimming bars 

2e. Rebar Condition 

1) According to stmctural 
drawings (numbers/sizes) 

2) Spacing of bars not more ±'I 0 mm 
than that specified 

1) Required lap length not 
less tl1an that specified 

'I) According to specification +5 rnm 

'I) According to structural 
drawings (numbers/sizes) 

2) Spacing of links not more ±'10 mm 
than specified 

1) Rebars must be securely 
and properly tied in place 

2) Rellars must be free frum 
concrete dropping, 
wrrosim1 etc. 

17 

Assessment 
Tool 

Visual and 
calliper 

Steel 
measuring tape 

Steel 
measuring tape 

Mea~urement 
Tape 

Visual 

Measurement 
Tape 

Visual 

Visual 



Table 2: CIDB Quality Standard for Construction (cont') [7] 

Item Element Standards Tolerance 
Assessment 

Tool 
3. FINISHED CONCRETE •!CAST IN-siTU & PRECASn 
3a. Dilrmnsion for 1) Tolerance fur Cl1lSS- :+10 mml-5 Steel measuring 

elementslopeniing sectional dimension of mm tape 
for services cast i rrsitu and precast 

elements 
2) Tolerance for opening :+10 nun for Steel measuring 

size and:!: tape 
25 mmfur 
location 

:3) Tolerance for le11gtll of Steel measuring 
precast members {major tape 
dimension of unit): 

• Upto3 m ±ll mm Steel measuring 
tape 

• :3m to 4.5 m ±9rnm Steel measuring 
tape 

,, 4.5mto6m ± 12 rnm Steel measuring 
tape 

• Additional cleviation for ±6mm Steel measuring 
every subsequent 6 rn tape 

4) Straightness or bow Steel measuring 
(deviation lrom intended tape, spritlevel 
line) oif precast member: and L-square 

• Up to 3m ±llnun 

• 3m to 6 n1 ±£! mm 

• 4.51nto6m ±12 rnm 

• AdditiiJnal deviatic•n for ±6 111111 

every subsequent 6 rn 

5) Squareness o.f precast Steel measuring 
member-Difference tape 
be!l.veen the greatest and 
shortest dimensions 
should not exceed the 
following: 
Length of sll011er sides 

• Up to and induding 1..2 m ±ll mrn 
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Table 3: CIDB Quality Standard for Construction (cont') [7] 

Element Standards Tolenn1ce Assessment 
Tool 

• Over '1 . .2 m but less ±9mm Steel 
than 1.8 m measurmg 

tape 
• 1.8 m and over ±12 mm Steel 

meilSuri ng 
tape 

6) Twist of prec.1st Steel rule, L-
member -Any comer square & spirit 
shoulcl not be more level 
than the deviation 
stated from the plane 
containing the other 3 
comers: 

• Up to 600 mm wide and ±Bmm 
!l m in length 

• Over 4300 mm wide and ±12mm 
for any length 

n Flatness $B mm per 1.2 Steel rule and 
m spirit level 

3b. Aiiignment, plumb 1) Tolerance for departure ±10mm Steel 
01nd level of any point from its meilSuri ng 

position tape 
2) Tolerance for plumb:, 3 mmi11n Plum bob and 

maximum 20 mm for Steel 
floor to floor height and measuring 
40 mm for the entire tape 
building height 

3} Maximum deviation of ±10mm Precise levels 
mean level 

4) For c..st in-situ ±10mm Steel 
elements, the maximum meMuring 
deviation n:f Jevels tape 
within the elements 

5) Chamber at mind-span: Steel 
a~:cording to measuring 
spedlications tape and L-

square 

3c. Exposed surface 1} Should not have visual Visual 
exposure of groups of 
coarse aggregates 
resulting from grout 
leakage 

2} Cold ioint & form'A~xk "lisual 
ioint must be smooth 
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Table 4: CIDB Quality Standard for Construction (cont') [7] 

Element Standards Tolerance .Assessment 
Tool 

3) No bulging of Visual 
structural element 

4) All fo11nwork, nails, Visual 
zim; strips, etc must 
be removed 

5) No cracks or Visual 
damages 

f.i) No exposed rebar Visual 

4.. !PRECAST SPECIIFIC ~EQUiiREMIENTS 
4a. Lifting points/! nserts 1) Tolerance for position ±20 mm from Steel 

centre line measuring tape 
location in 
dr<lwing 

2) U!ting devices and Visual 
in~.e1ts free fnlm 
damages 

4b. Sleeve 1) Toleram;e fbr position ±6 mmfrom Steel 
system/connections t;entre line measuring 

location in tape 
drawings 

2) Bar piT.itrusion length Visual 
according to 
requirements. No 
bending, cranking or 
damages to bars 

3) Bars :free from Visual 
con~rete droppings 
or corrosion 

4) Sleeves, grout holes, Visual 
grout tubes not 
congested with 
debris 

4c. lnterfaceJjoint 1) Joint taper: Steel 
requirement measuring tape 

• Over 3 rn length ±6 rnm 

• Maximum fix entire ±9mm 
lengll1: 

.2) Aligment of horizontal :tf.imm Steel 
and vertical joint measuring tape 

3) Jog in aligment of :tf.i mrn Steel 
mat~hing edges: measuring tape 
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Table 5: CIDB Quality Standard for Construction (cont') [7] 

Element Standards Tol,erance 

4) Sitting of element according to 
specifications 

5) Installation of sealant a1:cording to 
and waterproofing specifications 

4d. Cast-in steel 1) Tolerance for position ±6 mmfrom 
items/welded & bolt,ed of cast-in steel items centre line 
connection location in 

drawings 
2) Tolerance for position ±3 mmfrom 

of openings for bolt centre line 
connections location in 

drawings 

Table 6: CIDB Quality Standard for pre-stressed concrete [7] 

PRE-STRESSED CONCRETE 

Element Standards Tolerance 

1 Condition of 1) All pre-stressing strands amd 
tendons,& wires should comply with the 
anchorges specified standards and 

requirements and be fi-ee from 
loose rust. oil, tar, paint and any 
foreign objects 

2) All tendon anchorge are to 
comply with the specified 
standards and prote1:ted fi·om 
con·osion 
Thread parts to be greased 
wrapped and tapped holes 
protected until use 

2 Installation of 1) Sheating property secured and 
sheathing protected and free Jrom damage 

or puncture 
2) Shealing profile according to ±5mm 

drawings through! out the 
length with position tolerance 

3) Splice to sheathing shall be 
mortar ught 

4) Air vents grout tubes provi1Jed 
according to the drawing 

3 Stressing & 1) Tendon ducts dean and free 
grouting from foreign objects rmd tendon 
process free miJVin[1 in tl1e duct 

2) All grouting operations of the 
tendons must be smooth and 
achieved without need to ftush 
out in the fi1st grouting 

4 Debonding 1) Open ends of debond tubes 
over the debond length of 
strands sealed 

2) Debond lengths acconJing to the 
drawings 

3) Debonding materials not 
punctured or damaged 
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Assessment 
Tool 

Visual 

Visual 

Steel 
measuring 
tape 

Steel 
measuring 
tape 

Assessment 
Tool 

Steel 
measuring 
tape 

Visual 

Visual 

Visual 

Steel 
measuring 
tape 
Visual 

Visual 

Visual 

Visual 

Visual 

Steel 
measUling 
tape 
Visual 



2.5 Industrialized Building Systems - An Overview 

"The Industrialized Building Systems (IBS) promises elevated levels of expertise 

throughout the industry, from manufacturers, installers, engineers, planners, 

designers, and developers. The benefits of IBS are numerous and far reaching. 

Reduced construction time, better site management, reduced wastage are but a few of 

these benefits, that will ultimately produce better products for the population." YBhg. 

Dato' Seri S. Samy Vellu Minister of Works, Malaysia [5] 

Industrialized Building System is an alternative approach of construction that will 

definitely change the scenario of the current local construction industry towards a 

systematically approach of mass production of construction materials. Prefabricated 

components of buildings which are conceived, planned, fabricated from factories will 

be transported and erected on site. With this method, the process would involve 

planning; management and sustained improvement of the production process to 

eliminate waste and ensure the right components are produced and delivered at the 

right time, in the right order and without defect. In this respect, the construction 

industry has a great deal to learn from the manufacturing sectors that have long been 

emphasizing on quality and minimizing defects. IBS will definitely among others 

reduce unskilled workers in the country, less wastage, less volume of building 

materials, increased site cleanliness and better quality control [5]. 

In the Malaysian context, five common types of fully developed IBS have been 

identified as shown [ 5]: 

1) Pre-cast Concrete Framing, Panel and Box systems 

2) Steel Formwork Systems 

3) Steel Framing Systems 

4) Prefabricated Timber Framing Systems 

5) Block Work Systems 

IBS Projects in Malaysia (5] 

IBS is not new in Malaysia and have been around since the early sixties. The first 

pilot project was initiated by the Government and it was along Jalan Pekeliling which 
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involved 3,000 units of low cost flats and 40 shop lots. However, developments in 

IBS after that failed to gain support from the industry and consumers. From a survey 

done by CIDB on 2003, it was found that the percentage usage of IBS in the local 

construction industry is only at a mere 15%. However, several major world class 

developers in Malaysia have used some percentage of IBS in their projects. Several 

projects that use IBS can be seen as follows. 

i) ~IJ\ 

ii) Government Quarters in Putrajaya 

iii) Petronas Twin Towers 

iv) ~ Sentral 

J\mong the reasons that have made IBS not very popular with the developers would 

be the abundance of cheap foreign labors in the country. Currently there are about 

250,000 workers in the construction industry. The Government's effort to reduce the 

foreign workers to not more than 15 percent of the country's labor force in the next 

five years would be an impetus for the local developers to use IBS. By using a 

superior construction technology that requires highly skilled workers, the dependence 

on foreign workers would significantly be reduced. 

ms Roadmap 2003-2010 [5] 

On October 2003, an IBS Roadmap 2003-2010 has been tabled by the Ministry of 

Works to the Cabinet and subsequently has been endorsed by the Cabinet to be the 

blueprint document for the industrialization of the Malaysian construction sector. The 

blueprint that have been produced by the IBS steering conunittee and working 

groups, organized by CIDB will be a reference point for all parties to implement all 

the programs towards industrializing the Malaysian construction sector. The 

program's that will be implemented is hoped to meet the objective of total 

industrialization of Malaysia's construction sector by 2010. 

Under this roadmap, MIGHT through the Office of the Science J\dvisor have been 

tasked to develop an IBS vendor program for the nation together with the Ministry of 

Finance and Ministry of Entrepreneur and Co-operative Development. The IBS 
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vendor development program will consist of existing and new industry players and 

covering a wide spectrwn of activities, from preliminary design to the assembly and 

installation of housing projects. Towards this end, MIGHT is constantly in 

consultation with other stakeholders such as the Ministry of Housing and Local 

Government, Construction Industry Development Board, Ministry of Entrepreneur 

and Co-operative Development, SIRIM and other related agencies to develop a 

comprehensive vendor development program. 

Several ingredients will need to be in place for the development of the vendor 

program. Among them are identifYing the vetting agencies that will provide a control 

uniformity of design and quality of the components produced by the vendor. The 

vetting agencies will also maintain standards and ease the legislative problems. The 

investment requirements for setting up a factory to manufacture components by the 

vendor are estimated to be about RM1.25 million (excluding land) and dependable on 

the type of components to be produced. This level of investment is within the reach of 

small and medium contractors. 

With Budget 2005 announced recently, the Government is committed in ensuring IBS 

implementation by providing an additional of 100,000 units of affordable homes to be 

implemented using IBS. Budget 2005 also reveals Government intention in increasing 

the IBS usage in Government building projects from 30 percent currently to 50 

percent starting from 2005. 

On achieving a wider scale implementation of IBS scale for Malaysia, the 

Government will also give full exemption on levy imposed by CIDB for developers 

who utilize IBS components exceeding 50 percent. These wise decisions made by the 

Government will definitely create a lot of interest from the industry to use IBS as an 

alternative approach of construction. The next stage of IBS would be to explore the 

'export' of the system to overseas market. The success of these efforts will enable the 

local construction industry to be competitive and penetrate the global market 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK 

3.1 Methodology 

This project will be conducted for two semesters. For the first semester, the focus is 

on the literature review to get basic ideas about the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete 

structures. Information from Construction Industry Development Board of Malaysia 

(CIDB) and Industrialized Building System (IBS) has been searched especially 

regarding the development of pre-cast pre-stressed concrete structures and their 

specification. 

For the second semester, questionnaires have been prepared and dispersed out to the 

industry to conduct survey. The purpose of this survey is to gauge the understanding, 

awareness and acceptance towards the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures. 

Through this survey a statistical analysis about the Malaysian building industry on the 

problems and obstacles it is facing which prevent it from using pre-cast and pre

stressed concrete structures in Malaysia will be obtained. 

It should be noted that one does not start by writing questions. The first step is to 

decide 'what are the things one needs to know from the respondent in order to meet 

the survey's objectives?'. At the outset, the researcher must define the population 

about which he/she wishes to generalize from the sample data to be collected. 

Secondly, researchers have to draw up a sampling frame. Thirdly, in designing the 

questionnaire we must take into account factors such as the age, education, etc. of the 

target respondents [9]. The main methods available in survey research are: 

· Personal interviews 

· Group or focus interviews 
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· Mailed questionnaires 

· Telephone interviews. 

For my project, mailed questionnaire method has been selected. One must always be 

prepared to ask, "Is this question really needed?" The temptation to include questions 

without critically evaluating their contribution towards the achievement of the 

research objectives, as they are specified in the research proposal, is surprisingly 

strong. No question should be included unless the data it gives rise to is directly of 

use in testing one or more of the hypotheses established during the research design. 

Survey questions can be classified into three forms, i.e. closed, open-ended and open 

response-option questions. In my case, an open response-option question has been 

considered. The questions are put in the proper wording and format and the length of 

the questionnaire is checked in order to avoid any redundant question or too many 

questions. The questions were tested before the fmal survey form is drafted. 

Here are the nine steps involved in the development of the questionnaire: 

Decide the information required. 

I 
Define the target respondents. 

I 
Choose the method(s) of reaching your target respondents. 

I 
Decide on question content. 

I 
Develop the question wording. 

I 
Put questions into a meaningful order and format. 
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Ch""the loogthtthe -· 

I 
Pre-test the questionnaire. 

I 
Develop the final survey form. 

The questionnaire consist of background of the respondent, current situation in the 

local construction industry, benefits of using pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete 

structures and the implementation (The sample of questionnaire form is attached 

in the appendix). Survey form dispersed to the construction industry players such as 

consultants, contractors, developers, govermnent organizations and pre-cast and pre

stressed concrete manufacturers. The feedbacks that had been received from the 

respondents need to be analyzed statistically to gauge the problems or obstacles of 

not using pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures in their structures or even by 

the industry as overall. Conclusion can be made in term of the understanding, 

awareness and acceptance of industry players towards the usage of pre-cast and pre

stressed concrete structures in Malaysia. 
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CHAPTER4 

RESULT/DISCUSSION 

After 1 year of doing this fmal year project, I have done the literature review which is 

focusing on basic ideas about the precast and pre-stressed concrete structures, its 

current status and development in Malaysia and also on its application in the 

construction industry in Malaysia. I have searched for informations regarding the pre

cast and pre-stressed concrete elements, its problems, CIDB and IBS development on 

pre-cast pre-stressed co~Jcrete structures and its specification. 

4.1 Survey analysis and results 

Questionnaire 

91% 

llll Questionnaire 
Sent 

II Questionnaire 
Returned 

Chart 1: Feedback chart 

The respondents were given the option of returning the questionnaire forms by mail 

or fax. A tota115 respondents out of 150 returned the questionnaire. Though only 9% 

of the respondents replied, this low percentage had been expected for a mailed and 

questionnaire-based survey research. 
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Table 7: Respondents' Category 

Type of Company No. 

Consultant 3 

Construction 9 

Development 2 

Government 1 

Pre-cast and Pre-stressed 0 

Manufacturer 

Respondent Category 

60% 

i'.lll Consultant 

II Construction 

D Development 

D Government 

• Pre-cast and Pre
stressed Manufacturer 

Chart 2: Respondent category 

Of the 15 completed forms, construction company registered as the highest number of 

respondents at 9companies (60%), followed by )consultant firms (20%) and 

2developers (13%) and lastly I government (7%) and no feedback receive from pre

cast and pre-stressed concrete structures manufacturer probably they do not have time 

to respond this feedback or they might be worry if this survey is from their 

competitors (other concrete manufactures). 
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Table 8: Respondents' Experience in Construction Industry 

Year Range No. 

<2 0 

2-5 0 

5-20 12 

>20 3 

Respondent experience in construction industry 

20% 

80% 

Chart 3: Respondents' Experience in Construction Industry 

1!!1 <2 

112-5 
05-20 

0>20 

Based on the result from Table 8 and Chart 3, it is a good indication because most of 

the feedback responded from the industry players are people who have working 

experience at least 5 years. They have had sufficient knowledge concerning cast in

situ concrete which has been practiced and they are able to compare the advantages 

and flaws of both cast in-situ and pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures. 
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Table 9: Current situation in the local construction industry 

Percentage (%) 

Option Strongly Disagree Intermediate Agree Strongly 

disagree agree 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Problems 

Time 9.10 18.20 27.30 9.10 36.30 

Quality 0.00 0.00 27.30 27.30 45.40 

Local labor 4.55 4.55 40.85 27.30 22.75 

Workmanship 3.00 0.00 21.3 27.30 48.40 

Foreign 0.00 0.00 27.00 28.00 45.00 

Labor 

Cast in-5itu concretes problem in Malaysia 

60~----------------------------------------~ 

~60~------~----~~-~~~--------~=-------~ 
0 -~40"-----~L---~-
01 

~ 30 -1---""'-""-
c 
~20-1-~ ... 
~ 10 

Q.. 

0 
Time Quality Local Labor Workmanship Foreign Labour 

Problems 

liil1:strongly disagree 12:disagree 0 3:intermediate 0 4:agree I 5:strongly agree 

Chart 4: Cast in-situ concrete problems in Malaysia 
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Table I 0: Benefits of using pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures 

Percentage (%) 

ption Strongly Disagree Intermediate Agree Strongly 

disagree agree 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Benefit 

Time 0.00 3.10 27.30 42.40 27.20 

Cost 0.00 0.00 45.40 9.10 45.40 

Quality 0.00 0.00 18.20 36.30 45.50 

Labor 6.10 12.10 33.30 18.20 30.30 

Benefits of using pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures 

. 0 0 

Time Cost Quality Labour 

Benefits 

IDll1 :strongly disagree 12:disagree D 3:intermediate D 4:agree I S:stronoo agree I 

Chart 5: Benefits of using pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures 
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Table 11: Implementation of pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures 

Percentage (%) 

Option 

Strongly Disagree Intermediate Agree Strongly 

disagree agree 

Benefits (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Campaign/Seminar 0.00 9.10 45.40 18.20 27.30 

Education 0.00 9.10 54.50 27.30 18.20 

Setup 9.10 9.10 18.20 36.30 27.30 

policies/codes 

Allocate budget 0.00 0.00 27.30 18.20 54.50 

,------------------------------------------------~ 

Implementation of pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete 
structures 

60~~--~---~~~--~·------------~ 

-50 -t--~;t:l<.l--·--"'----"-'-1 
~ 
-;; 40 4--'-----l 
a 
.!! 30 +----J 
c: 

~ 20 +-~--4 ._ 
G> 

a..10 +---'==1 

0 
Campaign/seminar Education Set up Policies/Codes Allocate Budget 

Implementation 

11i11 :strongly disagree 12:disagree D 3:intermediate D 4:agree I 5:strongly agree 

Chart 6: Implementations of pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures 
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4.2 Discussion 

After the survey has been done, beneficial information about the problems or 

obstacles of not using apre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures as an alternative 

to the typical cast in-situ construction by the industry in general, has been gathered. It 

was learned that the main reason the consultants, contractors, developers and 

especially the client prioritize to choose traditionally cast in-situ construction is 

because of the relatively cheap and abundant supply of foreign labors from 

neighboring Indonesia, Bangladesh, Pakistan and so on, mainly from the third world 

Asian countries. 

Further more, the failure of the technology transfer also resulted in the low reception 

of the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures in Malaysian. Besides, before the 

proper guidelines set up by the CIDB, there was no standard for the contractors or 

consultants to follow and to abide. Thus, these are the reason for the industry players 

did not choose the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures. Most of the 

contractors are still practicing traditional cast in-situ construction because they have 

been used to/using the system since the beginning. They could not accept and adopt 

themselves to this new technology as they do not possess any/proper knowledge on 

that. 

Assistant director of Jabatan Keija Raya (JKR) Perak commented that IBS is not 

favorable for the current industry because of the high technology implied. Contractors 

inclusive of engineers and technical personnel do not possess adequate knowledge of 

this technology, especially at the critical jointing area between of the pre-cast where 

leakages often occur if not installed with the right method, especially at the bathroom 

area whereby the joint must be sealed and waterproofed. 

Data analysis of the questionnaire was done after the feedback from the respondents 

have been received. Descriptive data collection is being implemented whereby each 

question answered by the respondents is being summed up through cumulative 

method. However, there were certain questions that does not sum up to the total 
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number as the respondents were having a conservative stand and choose not to 

answer them. After data compilation was done, the analysis was commenced. 

Limitations to the survey 

As the survey was using research method, this study has its own limitations that have 

affected the results of the findings: 

i) The respondents 

The 15 respondents only represented 10% of the target sample of 150 selected 

participants. The low response might be caused by the questionnaires failing 

to reach the participants. 

ii) Non-stated answers 

There is a minor percentage of the respondents did not answer the 

questionnaire in full. This might have slightly affected the results and the 

actual scenario of the construction market. 

iii) Population sample 

Due to time constraint, small sample size of 150 samples from a possible 

approximate 20,000 industry players around Malaysia were being selected for 

this questionnaire research. Thus, the result might not portray the accurate 

situation in the market. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Conclusion 

Generally, the result shows that the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures are 

better than the traditional cast in-situ construction. Most of the respondents agreed 

with the benefits of pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures which can overcome 

the disadvantages of the traditional cast in-situ structures. 

The respondents who agreed with the current situation in the local construction 

industry scored the highest percentage, i.e. 36.3% of the respondents strongly agreed 

that cast in-situ concretes causes delays in construction works and the delays can 

cause the overall project cost to increase. 45.4% of the respondents strongly agreed 

that the low quality of cast in-situ concrete works in Malaysia is mainly because of 

the unskilled foreign labors and the lack of supervision on the process of cast in-situ 

concretes. 40.85% of the respondent partially agreed that local labors face difficulties 

in competing for the jobs with foreign labors who accepts a meager salary for heavy 

work loads. Heavy work loads and hot weather prevents local labors from getting a 

job in the construction industry. 48.4% of the respondents strongly agreed that too 

many unskilled labors in a workplace can cause healthy and safety issues and would 

make the monitoring, control and supervision more difficult. 45% of respondents 

strongly agreed that the hiring of foreign workers can cause flow of Malaysian 

currency to foreign countries which will affect the local currency market. High 

number of foreign workers can also cause social problems whereby there were cases 

in Malaysia where foreign workers were involved in criminal activities such as 

robberies, rapes, gang fights and so on. 
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The pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures provide so many benefits in the 

construction industry in terms of quicker time for completion, lesser overall cost of 

projects, higher quality end products, and lesser number of labors. 42.4% of the 

respondents agreed that speed of construction is high with the pre-cast and pre

stressed concretes as they are factory produced, while site preparations can proceeded 

at the same time. 45.4% of respondent partially and strongly agreed that 

establishment of the pre-cast and pre-stressed construction facilities would incur high 

cost initially relatively but in the long run the overall cost would be significantly 

lesser than the conventional construction method. 45.5% of the respondents strongly 

agreed that the pre-cast and pre-stressed construction produces better quality of end 

product because of the factory controlled fabrication processes and easier monitoring 

and control at the site due to lesser number of workers involved and mainly involving 

skilled workers. 33.3% of respondents partially agreed and 30.3% of respondent 

strongly agreed that the pre-cast and pre-stressed construction would enable local 

labors are been fully utilized with fewer number of unskilled foreign labors. It also 

would benefit local labors by getting the necessary skills and technology of modem 

day construction method. Higher numbers of local labors are expected to anticipate in 

the construction industry because of the conducive work environment, lesser 

exposure to hot weather, not strenuous physical works, better pay and better 

technological advancement and so on. 

45.4% of the respondents partially agreed that the way to commercialize pre-cast and 

pre-stressed construction method in Malaysia is through advertisement by means of 

campaign, seminar and so on. 54.5% of the respondents partially agreed that through 

education by means of providing curriculum and courses at tertiary levels, it could 

help to commercialize the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures. 36.3% of the 

respondents agreed that by setting up of government policies and provision of proper 

codes of practice to encourage participation from the industry would enable the pre

cast and pre-stressed construction methods to be commercialized. 54.5% of the 

respondents strongly agreed that the government through the Ministry of Work 

(MoW) should allocate budgets for the research and development of the pre-cast and 

pre-stressed construction methods. 
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From the feedback, about 10 out of 15 questionnaires returned suggested that the 

government is the most important party to play the role in encouraging the usage of 

pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures in Malaysia. The other 5 questionnaires 

suggested that the consultants and manufacturers should promote and introduce the 

pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures to the construction industry so that the 

industry players are exposed to the benefits of choosing pre-cast and pre-stressed 

concrete structures in their construction works. As agreed by most of the respondents, 

that because of the pre-cast and pre-stressed elements are manufactured in a casting 

area where critical factors including temperature, mix design and stripping time can 

be closely checked and controlled; and this will ensure that the quality of the products 

are better than cast-in-situ concretes. Also due to the factory-controlled prefabrication 

enviromnent, many combinations of colors and textures can be applied easily to the 

architectural or structural pieces. A vast range of sizes and shapes of pre-cast and pre

stressed components can be produced, providing a great deal of flexibility and offer 

fresher looks to the structures. Pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete construction will 

save valuable time and helps to reduce the risk of project delays and possible 

monetary losses. Pre-cast and pre-stressed design and production of elements can be 

started while the construction site is under survey or earthworks. Also, the usage of 

large pre-cast panels will reduce the time taken to complete the structural works. 

Therefore, other trades such as painting and electrical wiring can begin work sooner. 

5.2 Recommendation 

During the first semester, students are focused on the literature review for obtaining 

basic ideas about pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures. The methodology that 

has been used is to conduct survey in order to gauge the understanding, awareness 

and perspective of the industry players towards the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete 

structures. However the method of survey which is dispersing the questionnaire is not 

really helping because only a small percentage of the questionnaire will be returned 

by the respondents. So if this project is to be continued in the future, it is suggested 

that the person responsible ha8 to choose other method of survey. 

Also it is recommended that the results from the survey will be used to propose to the 

highest authority such as government so that the implementation of pre-cast and pre-
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stressed concrete construction could be done in Malaysia. Consultants and 

manufacturers also are advised to introduce the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete 

structures to the industry players so that able to increase the usage of the pre-cast and 

pre-stressed concrete structures in the construction industry. 

For any future survey on the pre-cast and pre-stressed concrete structures, it is 

recommended that the person who will be doing the survey will prepare and disperse 

more number of questionnaires so that they could obtain more reliable feedbacks. It is 

also suggested to call the participants to remind them about the questionnaire that has 

been sent to them so that they will reply to it as soon as possible and take the survey 

seriously. 
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Zahara Yaakop 
Civil Engineering Department. 
Universiti Teknologi Petronas, 
Bandar Sri Iskandar, 
31750., Tronoh, 
Pcrak. 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

APPENDIXES 

L'\1\TRSIT\ 
TEK:..OLOCI 
rnRO:\.-\s· 

Survey on Application of Pre-cast and Pre-stressed concrete structures in Malaysia 

Referring to the above matter, I am Zahara Yaakop, a final year student taking Civil 
Engineering .Program at Univer:s-iti Tcknologi }lt>trOJms undergoing my Filla! Year 
Project on '"Application of the Pn..---c.ast and Pre-stressed Concrete structures in Malaysia". 

2. Pari. of my project requires me to undertake a survey on the application of pre-cast and 
pre-stressed concrete structures in Malaysia. 

3. On behalf of the Universiti_. kindly I am inviting your o:rganiz.,tion.lcompany to 
participate in this survey. Your response is very important to eroabJe me to compl~te m: 
project I persona1ly vallle your feedback. Please complete and retum the survey in the 
enclosed stamped self addressed envelooe prw.-ided OR fax it to the.number proYided 
before t 1 ~tf.tnlt~:r2o07. 

All your ctTort and w-operdtion are highly appreciated and thanked most. 

Yo\lr.s sincerely, Endnr.:;~d by Fin;tl YeHr Project Su})ervisor 

_______ :LL __________ _ -----~~---------
{ZAHARA Y AAKOP) 
Civil Engineering Student, 
Universiti TcknolQ_gi 1\::tronas.. 

{Mr. Moharncu Mub!ll"uk Abdul Wabab) 
Lecturer, 
CiYil F.nginc~:ring Department, 
Uni\·.::rsiti T o::knologi Pctronas, 
Bandar Sri Iskandar. 
31750. Tronoh, 
Pemk. 

UN1VERSITT TEK:\OLOG l'ETR0:\:\5 
IN~TJj'FlEOJ' 'fUH\"fJUJ(;) PURl!.\~' 'D'"· BlED 

10"11}</I<JS<• _ll~.'-'1-, O'J·.,·.:o- ·,-" ;. • ·"1"71-:'•' II 

llMdnrSor;J>kt\t\dM 01~:= ···'~!'c.·.'-'~ '"~- i\:,L:u,c:l. \L1lc;·-: · 

fuNk Aff~jn;6fl5~~ 51U\h•nt !'it:r•.-tec.,_ di''-3~,,;;_; '~ .--l<o.i~m'C ~;,.;~'"'.;:-

fd\: HR.\160~-36~;(1/5 Pir~;rnn·605-3b54l$7 lWr.~ryb05-%f>76?2: Stw.i~ntS.-n!ce ... f;l.lJ'-3;"21:--
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SurveY on apulication ofo:re-cast and pre-stressed concrete stnu~tures in Malania 

Currently, construction industry in Malaysia which 1tigWy depends on cast in~situ con..:w~ 
structures faces many problems, such as poor workmanship and low quality of end product. 
delays in comp'letion of works, difficulty in getting workers within the countr:--·. abund::m: 
numbers of foreign labors whom related to many social issues .and so mt Thercti.)r,;, pre¥,;:::..<oi 
and prc~stressed concrete structures arc considered as the better altemativ·es 10 help to mitiga~.:: 
1hese problems. 

Pre~cast tmd pre-stressed products are t:onc~te cast in molds under factory st:tting. Th~~o;; 

produc1s benefited fi'Om SUj.)erior quality control achievable at prodm .. 1ion plants. Pr~~crc;t am: 
pre-stn~ssed products range lfom floor slab, !be-..mu, -column to bridge girder. structurJl 
components! and panels lOr cladding and so on. They could be widely used for h(_)US~s. office 
buildings, schools, hospituls. hotels. !bridges, raihvay slippers and so on. Pre-cast and pr~~ 
stressed ·concrete structures are expected to be economical when tltc shapes Dfe dupli~.:ated 

severdl times and are more durnble -compared to the conventional type. 

The purpose of Ibis questionnaire is to coJled da1a from '!he players of the industry about th.:
current status of pre--cast and pre-slressed -t.:oncrete structures in Malaysia and to identify the 
'industry endorsed obslacles' which prev·ents the wider usage of pre-cast and pre-stre~s~d 
concrete stnu;ture.s in Malaj'l:ii.a. 

Part A. Background of the !Respondent 

I. What is th:: name of the organization/company lhat you are currently working for'? 

2. Vvltat is the age ofthc organization/company? 

D<2ycars D2-5ycars D5-20years D>20years 

3. \:Vhat ls your posltlon in t"hc organizutlon.!compaoy? 

4. How fim1ghave you '~ken working for the organization! company? 
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5. Whul are the main activity} nature of work oftltc organization/company'? 

D Consull.un\.:y 

D Construction 

D Manufacturing 

f.!!!..!!: {Please circle your answers) 

D Govemment Agency/Regulating Body 

D Development 

Oothcrs {ph:ase spt.."Cify : ............... ) 

Strongly 
l)is:'!Jn."l' 

Current situation in the 1ocu1 co.ostrudion iindustr_v 
1. Cast in-situ concretes ·cause delays in construction 

2 3 4 

SmmgJy 
.'l.gre~ 

5 
works due to nature ofthc works which highly affected 
by weather conditions ;since it has been done at 
outdoors. 
2. Delays ·i·n-;:vork.s would incrt."asc thc'-=pn:::c,j~e~c~t ~c~o~st~an~d:;i-----+--+--t---+-------1 
create disputes atiJ.P..!!S the parties involved. ---,--~-t-~1-
3. Low quality of ca&1 in-situ concrete works in 
Malaysia is mainly becausC of lhc unskiHed :foreign 
Jabors. 
4. Too many unskilled labors in a workphn::t -cause 

2 3 4 5 ---"--+---"--t--'---t---"---

2 3 4 5 

, health and :salyty hsue!:i. 1 2 3 4 ____2_ 
5. Too many unskilled bbo:rs would make the ---f--=--f~'-+_:c_ ___ 
~toting, control and supcrvi~~n_'l~ore tiimcult.. __ _,_l_Lf---'2'-+-~3'--1--" 4----1-"-5----1 

6. Grca1~r dependency on tOrcign labors is risky due to i 

tl1c 11u::t that one day they might leave the cmmt.ry ami 1 

that can cnuse chaos and 1nsullici~X~cy in llabors .soun.:~ 1 
th~.:rd'br!:! increase t1lc manpower cost clue to lack of 1 

:~11~ply. 
7. Ablmd~,-,~,,~n~o-rc~i~g-n~l~a'b_o_rS---. c;.1n cuuse .social .and ·cultural 

. pl:'.:?!?lt:ms ·within the CllUD!J:Y· I 
S. Lack nf supervision and the usc of unskiJkU labors 

i \:<.m r~sL1lt significant dcll"t:ts to \:ust in-sit11.1 concretes due 
· to l:!xce~sivc Yibrution. .impropcr handling and 1 
impler~~fltal~~n oftbl! works. ...... __ 

2 

2 

2 

3 4 5 

1-

i 3 --t---'4---1---'5'---1 

3 4 5 

1-

I J 4 5 
9 .. Ln~al ~<lbDrs fitce difficulties in competing for jo~s I 

\\"Jth lor.cign labors \vho .nccey .. )lS .a meager .salary lor I 1 
hl."aYy \H>rk loads. _ _ 

--------- _l_~------
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rw.Heavy work load, bot weather. stiff competition with 
foreign labors and meager pay prevents local labors 
from getting a job in the industry. 

··--,-~·-· 

11. Hiring of foreign workers ·cause flow of Malaysian 
currency to foreign countries which w:il'l affect the local 
currency market. 

D 

1 

2 

2 

3 4 5 

3 4 5 

12. High number of unskiUed fOreign \\<ol'kers in 
Molaysia can cause sodal probJems.. 1 2 3 4 5 ..i 

I I 

1 2 

13. lligh number of unsklUcd foreign workers in 
Malaysia could cause health problems to the lor.;.als due 
to fact that the cow1trics these \-'t'Orkers are coming fmm 
arc still lack or good l1y~~ne and proper sanitation. ~~- --r-l' - -
14. Tht:re are cases .in Malaysia where tbreign wo:ikcrs 
were involved in criminal activities such as robbt.Ties, 

_E1IJE5. gang ftgh1s and so on. 
1 2 

3- ~_15_ 

Ben~ fits of using pre-cast and pre-stressed eon·crete structures 
1. Pre-cast and pre-str-e..ssed constructlon requifes fewer ·--~---~ ------r·-··: --
workforccs than h"Pica\ cast iin~situ. I 2 3 I 4 :5 
2. Prc~cast .and pre~stressed construction produces better 
quality end products because of the factory contrOJlcd 
prcfabricntion processes and easier monitoring and 
control .at site due to lesser number of workers involved 
and done bv skilled workers, mostly. 

I I 2 ·' 

3. Pre-cast and pre-stressed constructlon works are not 
much affected by the weather conditi(lllS due to the f<ict 
!hat it only involves a..~'Yemh1ing at site. 
4. There would be relatively lesser issues of rlcllays ,i~e 
to weather conditions in pre-cast and pre-stressed l 

2 . ·' 4 

3 1 .f 

5 

5 

. 

L~onstruction works.. _ ~. -----1-~ 
I 5. Constnu:tion ls tbst ·with pre-cast ond prc~stre~OO 

1 

. -+---,----c 
4 5 I concretes as they arc lilctory pnxluc.;:d, whik site I I :! 

: preparations can proceed . .. . .._ -----~ ______ --+--+-----'' 
' 6. Higher number of local labors l5 expected lo 
1 autic.ipnte because of the good conducivt: work i 
I environment.. lesser exposure tr-. hot wcathi<!"r. not l 2 3 4 5 I 

1
1 strenuous physical works. better pay and better 1 l 
1 kclmologicaladvun~.c~ncn!·.... . .... ·-··--~-..,.-c---------+--+-

7. Pre-cast and pre-stn::ss..::cl constru~tion \\ou!J ~nab!e · ···· 
local labors in'e l'uBy utili:t..::d with few_.r number of l 1 3 4 !! 5 
Lm~~~.!!.~!~~ labors. 

: 8. Pre-;;;ast and p"re"'-",'Ctr~e~ss-e-,d_c_o_n_s'"tru-ccti'-on_"_o_u'"Id'"· ;-b-en-,"',i'"it-----~-+--t-----1- · 

! local lubon; by getting the necess.Cl.r\· skills J.nd 1 ! 2 3 41', 
! tedmologv of modem day cvnstruction m;thod. L ... 
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19. Establishment of pre-cast and Jlrc-str-essed 

I 
coustmction t8ci1itics would lnc.:ur high cost 1nitia11y 

I relatively hut in the long nm tl1e ovemU rost would be I 2 3 4 5 

1 
s.ignifictmtly lesser than the conventional t.xmstruction 

i method. 
! l 0. The huge up1i·ont inve.o::tment madt! in t1Je pre-ca~1 

' i and pre~stressed industry would he benefited later i-n. 
! term of cheaper overall cost, faster ·construct-ion wo:r.ks, 

i better quality products and techno1ogica1 advanccmenl 1 2 3 4 5 
! 

acbieved by the c~~!ltry..:. _____________ ~----.. 
. 

.!_~~tementation oh)J'c-cast .and ure-stressed cnnstructjon metho~ 
1. Among d1e ways to commerdahze pre-cast and pre- [ 

- -- - ---

stressed construction method in Malaysm is lhrough I 2 3 4 5 
udvertist.tntmt by means of campaign ~minar and so 
OJl. __ -
2. Other way to commcrctalize pre-cast and pre-stressed 1 ! 
constn1ction method in Malaysia is tl1rough education 1 ' 2 3 4 5 I I 
by means of introducing curriculum and courses 01 
ter1iary levels. 
3. Setting up of government policies and provisijon of i proper codes of practice to encournge participation from 
the industry would enable the pre-cast and pre-stressed I 2 3 4 5 
constn1ctlon methods to be commercialized. 
4. Govenunent t11fougll the ministry of woTh should 
allocute budget for the rcsc:.m;h tmd dcvdopmcn~ or pre·- j 2 3 4 5 
cast .and pre-stressed construction methods. 

5. In yoUT opinion. whll should play the fllain role -in :intnxlucjng <md increasing the 
expcrtlse and usage of pre-cast and pre-stressed construdion methuilii in Malaysia? 

D The government D C..onsulhng .Engineers 

D Architects D Developers 

0 Contractors D Oll1en; (please specify: _) 
~ 

! 

~-
Pr~>ca<>t and Prc~strcsscd Pr-oduc.:t mtmuf<Jcllm:rs 

6. Bc1s-:·,; ~~n ;;Pur ansm:r in question 5, why do you ~hink should lhl;!y'? 

---·· --
-- - --- -

----- ··-·---
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7. Ha,•e your ~::ompany everllbeen inv-ol, .. ed in any fbrm of pre-cast or pre~stressed 
constructions or designs or structures? 

0 Yes (if you tick tbis, please procl!ed to lhe question no 8 & 9) 

0 No 

8. Based on your answer in question 7, wihat was the mo1].,.ation/reason(s) for your 
organization/company to do so? 

9. Based on y-our am.<>;er in question 7, what was/is 1he outcome lium thu1 involvement? 

Thank you fm· completing this qucstiOIImaiJ·e. 

Kindly please return this ·questionnai.r~ by u'~'- ~O'j!:'fi\'&e,. 2007 by ntail via dt-e 
provided stan~ped and self addressed envelope OR fax it ·to 05-365 6·7t6 (Attn: l\lr. 
Mohamed MuibaJ·ak Ahdlul W almalb [final year proj ... -ct supervisor] ) 

Yours sincerely. 

......... ~\"-............... . 
(?.AHARA YAAKOPJ 
CiYil Engineering Student. 
Cniver.sili Tclurol·ogi Pl!lnm:t~. 

Endorsed hy Final Y<;!ar Pmject Supervisor 
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(\[r. \1ohamed Y1ubarak Abdul Wahab) 
L.:-ctur.:r. 
Ci\·i] EngincC'ling Departm~.c:nt, 
l-ni\·~rsiti T ~km•!ogi Petmnms. 
Banchr Sri Isk:lndnr. 
31750. Twm•h. 
Pcrak Da.rul R idzruan. 


